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A law that controls the creation and gives property rights to enjoy is called â€œCopyright lawâ€•. It is also
called intellectual property law. This copyright law helps to protect all classes of copyrightable work.
These basically include Musical Work, Artistic Work, Film making, painting, Photography etc.
Copyright registration can sure enough that no other party can try to use your original work as it is
against the law without license. Keep in mind that it is admitted in the property laws and rights. If
you registered your invention against copyright then no one has right to copy its design even.

The aim of copyright registration is to place an exact date of registration in government records and
the work content; the copyright owner can show an original copy of the work from an official
government source in the case of legal claim or case of violation. It helps copyright registrants to
increase economic advantages and promote future coming creativity and growth of new work that
can give profit to the country. The intellectual property office offers the copyright Registration
Services. Its main aim is to stores the data and records of original work of any business organization
and copyright owner.

Below the copyright registration act the agency of the copyright is established. This office has a
database in which the copyright is use to record the titles of works and full information of copyright
holder. If anyone want to register for any work can fill the form or write an application in the legal
manner with decided fee and submit to the Registrar of Copyrights in order to enter the full
information of your work. Your work can also be inquired by registrar for further proceedings. 

If anything wrongly entered or in the case of omission or flaw in the original work, the owner can
apply to the registrar and the registrar will arrange correction session in which owner can correct the
error or mistake done.

Copyright Registration is same as declaration of an ownership to the whole world. If owner want to
name his organization on existing names then he can give name of organization which are
registered. Copyright registration also allows moral right to the owner of any kinds of stuff and also
to target to its deformation. Thus the stuff, which is secured by copyrights law, is named as work.
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